
Shadow 611 

Chapter 611: Seeing the myriad lives (2) 

He believes that the Perfection Path is probably to attain the same level of powers that the Etherna had 

reached before. 

From what he knows, it is always said that the Etherna race was the most powerful ancient race of them 

all. 

They conquered the entire Omniverse and even after eons and after many epochs that had passed, their 

traces could be found in many places of the Omniverse. 

Their traces could not be erased and even the source fop power that many people had used come from 

the Ethernas. 

Azief had finally felt the true power of the Divine Law. He always had the Divine energy in his body. 

But he rarely used them. Because any of his energy had been overbearing and is enough to use against 

his enemies 

If there is one occasion where he had to use his Divine energy, it was during his battle with the Heaven 

of Earth. 

But now as he gained an understanding of the Divine Law power through the comprehension of his Law 

Body, he finally knew how much he did not know about this miraculous power. 

Azief felt happy and sad at the same time. The more he knows, the more he understands that he doesn’t 

know much. 

He knew that Divine energy is one of the most mysterious energy in the Omniverse. 

The reason why it is mysterious and hard to comprehend is because it is an energy, a force of power that 

come from people faith and belief. 

Whoever could master it could shape and manipulate forces of heavenly origin. He now understands 

that the faith and belief comes from the souls. 

The souls powered up those beliefs. The stronger the belief, the stronger the energy. 

And since he has Soul Law he also understands never to underestimate the power of one soul. 

One soul is enough to lit up an entire Universe. However, it must be the right soul. 

He is still shining bright, his light getting brighter by the second. 

One could not even see the steps beyond the eleventh steps as his body is now emitting a light that is so 

bright that it surpasses the brightness of quasar star. 

Inside the Supreme Universe, there is no darkness. Only light. 

‘Let there be light’ Azief muttered softly and chuckles at himself. Azief could also feel the faith and belief 

that trusted him. 
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It turns into a source of power for him. And this kind of energy could pass any barriers. 

The emotions that these people held for him, their belief and faiths seems to be able to pass any 

barriers. 

This faith and belief energy might have flowed through all Omniverse, whether it be he is inside some 

dimension that is locked out from the World Lines or in some parallel realities, this energy would still 

flow regardless and this Divine energy would still be able to transcend space and time. 

Azief now once again heard the hymns of song and prayers. 

He heard the song before but he did not understand it. 

But while h still did not understand the song, he now could make out some of the chanting in the 

background of the songs that echoes in the eleventh step. 

It is prayers and wishes from the people of Pandemonium to him. Azief never care that much about 

Pandemonium. 

One reason was, that he never intended for Pandemonium to become what it is. 

Second of all, while he could be confident and said he could protect those people he loved on Earth, he 

could not say the same thing for the other people. 

What he hated the most was to break his promise. Hence, he never made any promises to the people 

that lived in Pandemonium. 

He had once experienced the difficulties of becoming the lord of a territory. 

And he had learned he is not suited for it. 

He much rather seeks the truth of the Universe and gained power so he could protect the things that 

truly matters for him than sitting on top of a throne and deals with administrations and governing. 

He had long known one fact that is proven to be true in the new world. 

As long as he is still the most powerful person on Earth, why would eh fear he would not have talented 

people working under him? this content of novelfullbook.com, if you reading this content please go to 
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Why would he take the task of governing and administrating when he could let others who would be 

much talented than him in doing these task? 

That is why he is very hands off in Pandemonium, only appearing when he needs to. He always had his 

priority straight. 

To him, it was his family that deserve his protection. He is biased that way 

If he had to choose between one thousand residents of Pandemonium and Sofia, there is no contest. He 

would always choose Sofia. 

So, he had always maintained an emotion distance between him and the people living in Pandemonium. 

He never expected them to love and revere him to the point of worshiping him. 



He had heard hero worship before but he had never experienced such treatment. 

It wasn’t until that day when he left Pandemonium, he truly grasps his position in the hearts of the 

people of Pandemonium. 

The sight of thousands of people prostrating toward him was a sincere gesture. And as such he had left 

some protective measure for Pandemonium. 

It made him waver a bit. And now, he could see how much trust and faith they have on him, he felt a 

little bit guilty. 

Azief look toward a certain direction and his gaze seems to pierce through all layers of enchantments 

and protective formation as his eyes gazes upon Pandemonium. 

He could see the people that believed in him but because his Divine energy sis till not yet stabilized he 

saw only certain glimpses. 

His eyes look toward a mountain of ice in a middle of a snowy land and he sighed. 

He felt his heart ache again so he averts his gaze. He shakes his head and thought how ironic this was. 

This pain in his heart…how long would it last? He thought to himself. He also understands one thing. 

That Katarina even after all of the hurt he had given her, still trusted and believes in him. 

Chapter 612: Seeing the myriad lives (3) 

 ‘Katarina’ he sighed 

It would be easier if she just hated him. And Azilef bitterly smiles at this thought. 

That is the thing. She might be in love with him. But she would never make it easy for him. 

If there is one thing about Katarina, that he knows, it is this: she is not an easy woman. Especially not in 

love. 

It is quite weird to be honest. He himself thought that Katarina love for him was the kind of love that 

comes from admiring someone. 

It is a childish love. And sooner or later she would forget about it. But she did not. 

And he could no longer ignore her because he found out he too is falling in love with her. 

The lengths that she would do to love him at times hurt him. That day when he was falling from the sky, 

she had come to him. 

She had uses all of her powers, all the thing that made her who she was, and unhesitantly throws it all 

away for him. 

She encases them in an ice mountain, a testament to her own love. He never wanted her to sacrifice 

herself for him. 

That is not what he wanted for the people he loved. But that is what she did for him. Even without him 

asking. 
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Some people thought that Katarina made an investment on him. That she knew that she would survive 

and gained herself a powerful backer after the event. 

But Azief knows better. The chance for her to survive at that time was very low. There is a chance that 

she could survive after that but there is a low chance. 

If there is something slightly wrong of she did not have enough energy, she would have died, sooner or 

later inside that mountain. 

So, when his gaze looks toward another ice mountain, all he could do was to sigh this content of 
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It is amazing that even separated probably uncountable distance of light years between them and layers 

of protective enchantments and dimension, he did not forget to check up on her. 

The only reason he could do all this is all because of faith power 

Because faith power is a mysterious thing. As long as one invokes him in their memories and in their 

words, he could see them through that connection. 

This is an energy that flows throughout all Omniverse without exception. 

He felt sad and happy at the same time when he saw her. 

He felt sad that she is thinking of hi and how much hurt she is in right now. But at the same time, he still 

felt happy that she is thinking of him and he wanted to scold himself for thinking like that. 

Azief also tries to look toward Loki location but like always, Loki seems to have predicted this. 

‘Always one step ahead.’ He muttered 

All he could sense was a distorted glimpses and he could not make heads or tails of where Loki really is. 

He also looked toward Sofia. She seems to be with Sina battling horde of monsters in some forest. 

With the power of Divine Law, he could use his power to aid them even when he is Supreme Dimension 

because his Divine Law is not restricted by Time and Space and normal restriction would not be able to 

stop his Divine Will from helping those who believed in him. 

He could use some of his aura to help them settle the monster horde but looking at them, they didn’t 

seem to need any help. 

It was more like Sina and Sofia is training to master their battle techniques. Now, that the Law no longer 

lacked directions and feeling, Azief could finally utilize its energies to the fullest. 

Azief then floated down and then he floated toward the twelfth step. He landed slowly onto the twelve 

steps and the eleventh steps crumbles. 

Azief once again feel that sensation and for a brief moment he could see a line connecting him to the 

energies that all flows throughout the Omniverse. 



It was just a second but he saw trillions of threads that connected to him. He blinks and then he saw 

none of it. His forehead creased but then he shakes his head and thought to himself 

‘I already made my decision’ 

On the twelve step is the Cosmic Law Body. Around the step, cosmological forces seem to flows gently 

like winds in the plains. 

The Law Body itself is easy to spot. It has incredible heights and its size and aura give pressure toward 

the Laws and Concepts around the law body. 

It causes the Laws to distort and even reverse its nature. Life concepts reverses itself into Death 

concepts and the same for Death concepts. 

It was pressured so much that it bends and some even split off to become a fraction of Laws that is 

weaker and is farther away from the source of their existence 

He could feel inside him that his Inner Universe also was rebuilt back. But this time it is full of Laws that 

he had cultivated. The Laws all exist inside his Inner Universe which expanded even more. 

He had already form a new Universe when he was in the Sealed World. 

But this time, the Inner Universe inside his mind, expands even more and become even more vast as the 

Laws that he had cultivated before spreads all over, creating a stream of laws akin of that a river 

washing through a barren area as it covered and envelops all the planets that comes into being in his 

Inner Universe 

Azief flew toward the Law Body and then he arrived in front of the Cosmic Law Body in a few second, he 

flies upwards and he reached toward his Cosmic Law Body forehead. 

Smiling he touched is Law Body forehead and then the Law Body dissipated and all of the 

comprehension his Law Body had streamed inside his mind. 

Azief open his eyes as a powerful force fills the entire Supreme Dimension and envelops the entire 

Supreme Universe. 

Chapter 613: Inner universe (1) 

His eyes once again experienced a change. His right eye had white pupils and possess the power of Life 

in it. 

He gazes into one of the planets and wherever his gaze landed, life was born. Clouds’ were formed by 

magical power, rains fall on the ground, firming up the soil and fills it with life force, making it fertile and 

bountiful, grass rises up and fills the land and tree emerges from the soils. 

Life become abound 

The trails where his gaze landed transform the particles around it into a particle that would accelerate 

life and even create life. 

On the other hand, his left eye is a dark pupil that seems to threaten to swallow you whole if you look at 

it for too long 
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it contained the power of Death inside it. Wherever it gazes upon, Death will visit. 

Even the most life thriving place would experience death if he uses his Cosmic Law hidden in his left eye. 

Around his body, Time flows differently and Azief tries to do something the moment he regains back his 

mind. 

As he gained enlightenment about the Laws, he also had the enlightenment about using the Soul Law 

and the Cosmic Law together. He waved his hand and one soul in particular was brought out. 

He then uses his Cosmic Law and then throws that soul into his Inner Universe. 

That soul the moment it was touched by the Cosmic Law, it experiences rebirth and he was the first 

living beings in Azief Inner Universe. 

A child was born out of the energy of his world. It is easy for Azief to create a body and mass of flesh. 

But it was not possible for him to create souls. 

Which is why he choosing rebirth using the soul that he had already had. The child which is just a small 

baby floated down to the ground slowly. 

The moment it falls to the ground, the clouds hover above him, protecting him from the sun, the rain 

and storm stopped and the grass grew taller to protect him from the cold winds. 

The tree bowed unto him and all creation would protect him. 

This child is the child favored by the Heavens. And who is the Heavens in Azief Inner Universe? Of course 

it is him. He is the Heavens. 

‘It worked’ Azief thought to himself and then he smiles. 

Now Azief Inner Universe truly have a life that have intelligence. 

But the one living being in his Universe is alone in a world that is just about to come into existence. 

So he sends his blessing to that soul as he would be protected as long as Azief willed it. He sent another 

soul into his Inner Universe to become soulmate with the first living being in his Inner Universe 

Azief then thought to himself and smiles at himself 

‘I saw you two lovebirds as two tragic souls at the end of your civilization. Fulfill your love in my 

Universe’ he thought to himself and then he left his gaze from his own Inner universe and once again he 

is there floating on top of the twelve step. 

Azief then look toward his finger. He now, had returned back to his human form, no longer as gigantic as 

before 

But the pressure of his power remains the same if not even more pronounced. 

Azief instantly understood. This is because of the intermixing of energies 

This is the Law Body that had absorbed the Tree of Life and his Seed to form its gigantic body 



Death and Life intermixed creating a shining orb of white and black and turns into the pupils of the Law 

Body 

That is why he had the white and black pupils on his eyes. 

His fingers had purple and green colors, the purple symbolizing the rebirth concepts and the green 

symbolizing the Time Concepts. 

Thus around the Law Body, these two concepts seem to be intermixing with each other. And the Law 

Body entire body is colored in five colored, possessing the power of the Elements. 

That is also one of his Seeds. 

His right palm is in reddish black color, possessing the power of Cosmic Destruction and his left palm is 

purple mixed with green color, possessing the power of Destiny and Fate 

That is what have made him able to create a life in his Inner Universe. Combine that with his other 

eleven Laws, what thing in this wide Universe, he would not be able to do? 

Azief then waved his hand and nine swords materialized in front of him 

It is suspended din the air and each sword had a distinct aura and a different kind of energies and Laws. 

The Laws that had been formed form the Seeds. That is what each sword represents. Each sword 

represents a Law of the Universe 

The Law of Death. The Law of Life. The Law of Rebirth. The Law of Time. The Law of Darkness. The Law 

of Elements. The Law of Destruction. The Law of Destiny. And The Law of Fate. 

As such, Azief named each of the sword correspondingly. Sword of Death. Sword of Life. Sword of 

Rebirth and so on and so forth 

It had been created from the Seeds. It is a lower level kind of Laws since it did not come close to the 

Laws that he had cultivated using his Disk. When one said a Law is low level, it did not mean that the law 

itself is weak. 

After all, the usage of Laws of the Universe depends on one comprehension and its usage 

What it means by lower level is that it is further from the source. 

For example, Aether power. 

One of the ability of Aether is the power to manipulate cosmological forces. Since, many spiritual, 

cosmic and elemental forces is created by Aether energy and it binds them all together. 

In this instance, cosmological forces are closer to Aether as Aether is the source of its creation. And so 

on and so forth. 

If there is something below Cosmological force, like the weather manipulation or star energy 

manipulation, that means they are far from the true one source of their origin so it could be considered 

a lower level law. 

As he had mastered the Cosmic power, it is nothing to turns his Seed into Nine Laws. 



This Nine Sword that suspended in the air also emanated an aura of sharpness that anything on its ten 

kilometers radius was cut into particles of atom. 

Like anything is being grinded the moment, its enter the radius of the sword 

This is the essence of sharpness that he had comprehended in the Sealed World manifested in the 

understanding of his own Law Body. 

The Cosmic energy around the twelve steps are all slowly being absorbed by him. Now, there is only one 

Law left and he would complete his objective. 

Azief did not see the statue of that young man and he felt a little bit regretful. 

Out of all the statues on the Thirteen Steps the statue on the twelve step is the only one he could not 

attribute to any of the powerhouses in the vast Universe. 

Maybe that Supreme Being was also an existence akin to Azul, an ancient existence. 

Azief just shakes his head and he looked toward the last step. There are only two steps floating in this 

Sealed Dimension now. 

Each of the two step represent a realm filled with the Law that each Law body cultivated. 

And even though the step behind him had been destroyed, there is still traces of them that remains. The 

effect it had onto this Universe was permanent. 

So some part of this Universe had deadly aura and some have life force thriving all over. this content of 
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He could see behind him scene of destruction and creation. He saw the space scarring in the distance 

and he could finally saw the effect of his Law Body that probably happen from a star system away. 

And now at the end, Azief felt a little nostalgic. He smiles and then he took his last step. The twelve step 

crumbles almost immediately and Azief look behind him and he saw it again. 

This time it is clearer than before 

He saw a thread connected to him and he tries to grasp it, to see where it connected him or who he is 

connected to. But before he had the chance to grasp it, the thread disappeared. 

‘It did not disappear’ Azief thought. It is that he couldn’t see it anymore and even if it was there, the 

concept was so mysterious and ethereal that Azief couldn’t even grasp it even with all of his speed. 

He is now on the last step. Behind him, there is only darkness. Of course, if he could see further he could 

see some parts of the Universe is fil with bright light, the traces of his Divine Law Body 

His last Law Body, is the culmination of all sources of power in the Omniverse. It is the Omni Law. 

That is his reward as he walks all thirteen steps of the Supremacy Stairway. It is the ultimate Law body 

that could be created, representing Perfection 

Azief also notices something as he walks closer to Perfection. 



Chapter 614: Inner universe (2) 

The barriers that is set in place, that sealed this Dimension from other people is slowly thinning and the 

Laws and concepts that is in the Universe is leaking out. 

If that is the case, then it would not be so alarming. It is the energy from the outside also coming in. 

Azief after knowing that the Thirteen Steps was created by the Etherna, he had also deduced why the 

Supremacy Dimension had to be sealed. 

If guided great powerful beings to Perfection. 

The Etherna from what he had heard and briefly seen did not seem generous in helping the inhabitant of 

the Omniverse. 

Instead, they are more like a conqueror, and destroyer of other civilization, if the many myths and lore 

he heard could be beloved. 

Whatever the case was they sealed this dimension and this universe, allowing only the ones that had 

strived for Perfection to have the opportunity to walk this Thirteen Step. 

If they sealed it, that means they fear someone would know. Fear someone could see them constructing 

the Stairway. 

Was it the rumored Creator? Or the Destroyer? this content of novelfullbook.com, if you reading this 
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The Etherna was afraid someone would know about their creation so much so they would seal its 

Dimension and Universe. 

The reason why Azief is alarmed because as the energy from the outside enter into this Sealed 

Dimension, Azief also could feel the energy from the outside coming in. 

And that this dimension is slowly being pulled into the main Omniverse line. 

It could no longer be separate. 

He could see some distortion in a few thousand kilometers away using his Divine Sense. 

Since there is no interruption of other Divine Sense or any other hostile energies, Azief Divine Sense 

could be spread very vast. 

He could see the distortion of the stars and its planet and the Laws and barriers that separate this 

Dimension from the other. 

It was not that they are about to explode. Instead they were sucked out from this Universe and 

disappear into some multiversal rips 

Some area had dimensional rips as energy from the Omniverse is slowly changing the Laws and makeup 

of this Sealed Dimension 

Azief had a premonition that the moment he finished taking the last step, this Universe will cease to 

exist any longer. 
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‘Thirteen’ Azief muttered and then he contemplated about it. His mind is thinking all of the clues in his 

mind. There must be a hint somewhere. 

Then he remembers thirteen statues and for some reason he could feel that he would be the last person 

to ever step onto the thirteen step. 

It is like the answer to this question is already just dangling a few inches from him but he still could not 

see the whole full picture. 

Then what will happen to the next person pursuing the Path of Perfection if this Stairway no longer 

existed? 

and then he was reminded of the thirty-three steps and he smiles at another thought, Perfection is 

versatile he once again repeated his words. 

Though, this time he had a different understanding of his own words. 

Perfection is versatile so each Perfection will be different, if it’s the same, it is not Perfection, but 

common. 

Omni Law power belongs to Grand Supremacy and Sovereign level existence. 

It is the power that contained in the source of al Primordial Beginnings. It is the power to shape and 

reshape Universes to bring about Worlds and manipulating all the source of power in the Omniverse. 

By having Omni Law, all his Laws will be elevated to not only affect Universal Laws but would also be 

able to affect the Omniverse. 

In other words, if he is stuck in some parallel realities or some dimensions that was cut off from the 

Universal line, his body will not be subjected to the laws of that world and instead he would still have all 

of his full power. 

Of course, Azief did not fully master Omni Law in entirety. Azief recognize that the moment he saw the 

Omni law Body. 

He doubts that even the steps would be able to truly comprehend the mysteriousness and the mystical 

aspect of the Omni Law. 

The only way to know for sure is if he merges with the Omni Law body and learned what it learned. 

The moment Azief reached the Omni law Body he could push himself to enter Essence Creation. Though 

he would see first whether he wanted to push right through to Essence Creation 

There is still too much confusion and vague ideas he had about Essence Creation. When he steps to 

Heavenly Realm in the Divine Comprehension level, there is an information about the Essence Creation 

entering his mind. 

But Azief doubts that the information would still remain the same if he absorbs all Thirteen Law bodies 

so he would wait first to see whether the requirement would change 

When one reaches level 90, that means you have broken through to Essence Creation. 



In the information that streams inside his mind, the orthodox way of breaking through Essence Creation 

is simple. 

Essence Creation could not only be considered a powerhouse in the vast Universe but also in the 

entirety of the Omniverse. 

If that is not enough they are considered the top powerhouse below those powerful Supreme Being 

Beyond the Source Wall. 

Those people that are above the level of power of an Essence Creation could be counted in one hand 

and hardly could be seen Beyond the Source Wall. 

Hen one reached Essence Creation, that person would possess unimaginable mystical powers. They 

could feel the Laws that are flowing all over the Omniverse like it is the sound of heartbeat. 

They could peer through the most abstruse concepts of magic and their Will and Intent could perform 

miraculous feat as it manipulated the heavenly Laws. 

The normal way to cultivate Essence is to manifests clones of Laws outside the body. Which is supposed 

to be done during the Disk Formation to break through to Divine Comprehension. 

In other words, these clones are Law Bodies. 

Some people was not as lucky as Azief in that when they reached Divine Comprehension, they had to 

comprehend Laws by themselves. 

Which means, their Disk never come out for their body. Instead, most people cultivated the Laws that 

they have without separating from it. 

Azief had his Disk yanked out from his body, separating the Disk inside his body and created the Law 

Bodies instantaneously onto the Thirteen Steps, skipping the manifesting Law outside the body. 

Most people when they reached Disk formation would compress their Disk and turns it into Laws inside 

their Inner Universe and cultivated laws by going into seclusion and some would even roam the world to 

find enlightenment of their own Laws. 

Even that Azief had skipped since the Law bodies that was yanked out from his body had absorbed the 

knowledge of the past predecessor that have walked the steps of the Thirteen Steps. 

There is no need for him roaming the world searching for enlightenment and no need to painstakingly 

refines the energy and comprehend the way the Law works to manifest it outside the body. 

That alone had made him strayed from the orthodox path of breaking through to Essence Creation 

Azief Law Bodies had already been perfect and if he wanted to he could always manifest his Law outside 

his body. 

So he had already climbed a huge hurdle to Perfect his Essence. Essene is basically the compression of 

the Law Bodies. 

The power of an Essence Creation leveler depends on one achievement during the Divine 

Comprehension leveler process. 



If one had three laws, then there would be three essences. If one had six laws, there would be six 

essences and so on and so forth. 

And what is the purpose of compressing these Law bodies into Essence? 

To create a soul! Your own soul. He had found out then that there are three souls that could be created 

if someone reaches Essence Creation. 

There is the Immortal Essence. The Divinity Essence. And there is the Devil Essence. 

Of course, this options would only appear if you have the corresponding traits. Likewise, if you did not 

have such traits, the option for the transformation of the soul will also be different. 

These essences will help when reaching the last level. When one reaches the end, if for example, one 

chooses the Immortal Essence. 

Then when one broke the wall, you will have Immortal Body full of Immortal essence and an Immortal 

soul. Such person would be able to walk the Omniverse unhindered and no longer could be restrained 

by the power of the system. 

As such at that level, it would not be exaggerating to describe such level of power as being a God. 

But for Azief, he doubts that will be the same. When he took that tenth step, that information also 

become distorted as it tries to formulate new guide for him. 

That is why Azief still could not made his decision whether he should break through to Essence Creation 

right after he claim all thirteen Law bodies. 

It will be wise for him to think again after claiming it all first. Because, maybe, like before the way for 

him to attain to the next level will be different. 

That is why he look at the Omni law Body with a complicated expression. The Omni Law Body is the 

most important Law Body that he had ever created that will complete his Perfection. 

It is the Law Body that will pave his road to Omnipotence, to reach the same level like Azul did. Azief 

Law Body is unlike the other Law body on the Thirteen step. 

It is a simplification to say that he is just bigger than the rest. This is because as he saw his law Body, he 

could see infinite forms that the Law Body took in his eyes. 

Each second, the forms he could see changes. 

Sometime, the Omni Law body looks like it is a liquid, floating there, emanating powerful aura in the 

middle of the last step. 

Other times it looks humanlike, wearing the same face he did. Other times, it looked like it is 

translucent. Other times it was like the Law Body is a sparkle of light 

And all of that images were something that Azief sees in just one second as he gazes upon his Law Body. 

He focused and then the image stopped and it took a form that Azief wanted it to take. 



And what he saw is a Law Body that had solid state and appear exactly like him. Seeing it, Azief gasped 

and he quickly calms his heart down. 

He almost felt shocked seeing himself and he bitterly smiles a bit at himself because of how absurd his 

thoughts were 

Chapter 615: Seeing something (1) 

The Omni Law Body is titanic even compared to all the other Law Bodies. 

It seems like it was the only thing in this Dimension, dwarfing the other Law Bodies in it size alone. Azief 

took a step and he appeared in front of his Law Body. 

The Omni Law Body eyes is wide open and as Azief approached the forehead, he took a glance into the 

Omni Law body eyes. 

He could saw worlds inside that eyes. Infinite Worlds, Universes, stars and many other mystical 

dwellings inside that eyes. 

Azief calmed himself down and then he pointed his finger forward. 

It was a simple jab to the front but the whole Sealed Dimensions trembles and shakes, stars burn itself 

out and suns dimmed before expediting heat death on the other side of the Sealed Universe. 

The Omni law Body then dissipated, turning into fireflies of blue light. 

These motes of blue light surge into Azief finger and then it courses through his veins, making him be 

able to see that his veins turning into translucent blue, surging with thrumming power. 

Azief twitched for a while, pain is assaulting his mind as the weight of the knowledge is crashing down 

on him like a flood breaking from a dam. 

Azief entire body felt heavy as he crashes down into the steps, cracking the last step in all direction. 

Then after a few hours or maybe years, he himself does not know how long he suffers that pain since 

nothing could be used to determine a sense of time around the step. 

After all that pain he finally break out from that pain and comprehend everything and he opens his eyes. 

Blue light spreads out from him and the Supreme Dimension is shaking, like it was in the verge of 

collapse. 

Azief stand up and in that moment, his body exploded into lights of variety of colors, lighting up the 

entire Sealed Dimension. 

His body expanded limitless, like nothing in existence could contain him. 

He was embracing all forms of energies that flows throughout the Omniverse. Azief felt in that moment. 

He could be anywhere at any time of his choosing. 

He felt like he was everywhere and anywhere at the same time. 
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The three derivatives of Time, past, present and future, seems to be broken down as he exists 

simultaneously in the past, present and future. 

Everything could not escape his eyes and everything was revealed in front of his eyes. 

He could be in one corner of the Universe and in one second he could be in another, taking infinite 

forms and embracing limitless energies, he could be at trillions of different places at the same time 

doing something different but sharing the same consciousness and intentions. 

He existed in many timelines, and seeing the rise and falls of Universes in a blink of an eyes before Azief 

once again collected himself. this content of novelfullbook.com, if you reading this content please go to 
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He closes his eyes, take a dep breath and exhale. 

Then he opens it back and look around him. 

‘I never left…. Or did I left and return back?’ he thought to himself. He is still at that last step, and the 

light that exploded from him returns back to him. 

‘Whoa’ that was what he exclaimed the moment he realizes where he is. For that one brief moment he 

felt what it felt like to be the point of everything. 

To become the point of creation and also destruction 

For one brief moment, he was the point of Time and Space, of Destiny and Fate. 

For that one brief moment, he saw everything and there was no obstacle for him whether that obstacle 

is some kind of barrier of time or multiversal points, nothing seems to be able to stop his advances. 

But as he returns back to his body he slowly forgot what he sees but he did not forget what he 

experiences. 

For one moment, he inhabits all kinds of forms and possess all the energies in the Omniverse and even 

felt some traces of energies that does not exist under the constrain of the Omniverse. 

Like some kind of Foreign energy that could not be explained and found in this Omniverse. 

What just happen to him is a mystical journey that he could never truly explain or describe. 

Azief took a couple of hours to calm himself down. The more he tries to remembers, the more he 

forgets and then he just accepted it and do not fight it. 

Just one brief moment and Azief felt determined to gain that kind of power. 

Everything was in his thoughts. 

At that brief journey, Azief had the thought that if he wanted to create something, he just has to will it 

into existence and it will exist., 

And the order doesn’t even have to make sense. At that time, he felt a brief moment of omnipotence 

and all powerful 



The Omni law body did not have a sword unlike the other Law Bodies. 

Because the sharpness of the sword is hidden inside Azief heart like the heart was the sheath, the sword 

force, the sword will and the sword lights would appear when he wanted it to appear. 

Omni power encompasses everything and as such Sword Wills and Sword Force amount only little in the 

scope of things that the Omni Law Body could do. 

Azief felt what it felt like to become divine in that brief moment and he nodded to himself 

‘As expected of the Omni Law’ he thought to himself. The Omi Law Body possess essence of 

Omnipotence. 

It is an essence of Divinity. 

Azief had now fused with all thirteen of his Law body and his mind also had streamed with the 

information to break through to Essence Creation. He frowned a bit and then he smiles 

‘Later then’ he said to himself. He had now known how to reached perfection in Essence Creation and 

he decided later would be better for him to breakthrough. 

Whether it is different from the orthodox way, only he knows. 

Azief did not know but his power right now could even fight off with Essence Creation leveler to a 

standstill unless the Essene Creation leveler is also someone who walk the same path that he is walking. 

Unfortunately, in this epoch, since Azief had walked it first, they probably would not be other that 

walked such path. 

Even Katarina who walked the same Perfection Path would probably not have the same fortune that he 

did. 

Because, she would sooner or later, realizes that path is not for her. 

This is what is called power of Destiny and Fate. 

That has always been the case for people who walk the Perfection path. Normal logic doesn’t work on 

such abomination of the Omniverse. 

Perfection is not something that the Omniverse allowed and it is why the requirement for each level is 

hard. 

Azief was lucky or unlucky, depending on which way you look at it. 

Chapter 616: Seeing something (2) 

Someone schemed against him and leave some fortune to him. 

But not all fortune that was given to him is underserved. There are luck and fortune that he fought for 

and there is luck and fortune that was given to him. 

To examine all of it could be too tiring and pointless. 
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Since it is luck and fortune, one could always lose sight and miss it. The fact that he had not missed it 

and not lost it speaks volume of his own determination and initiative. 

He had walked all the way to the Thirteen Steps and then another information stream into his mind. 

‘Ah, so that is the last realm one could achieve!’ Azief thought to himself. Thirteen Laws in one body, 

that was surpassing the heavenly Realm. 

The last Realm is Primordial Realm. Azief understand why it is called Primordial. In a way, Primordial 

means existing from the beginning of time, primeval. 

In other words, it is perfect. When one reached extreme of power, one would return to the origin. He 

suddenly remembered Alsurt words. 

He is in Divine Comprehension with Primordial Realm power. With this, he had confidence to return. Not 

only confidence, but pride. 

As Azief was rejoicing on his current accomplishment, there is already change in the Supreme Dimension 

and its Universe. 

He could hear a crunching sound on the other side of the Universe. 

No, not that he could hear it. But he could sense it. He could sense there is a great distortion in space. 

Space suddenly expanded and it reverses unto itself, and the sign of the Universe is about to collapse. 

A reformation of the Universe, a starting of another Big Bang! Azief thought to himself. 

Others could not see what he sees through his Divine Sense right now. And he pitied them 

There is destruction and probably some people would say it is terrible. But as he was the one seeing it, 
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It was beautiful. There is the feeling that all of this destruction seems aesthetically beautiful. 

All of this was incited by the burst of Omni energy that spread all over the Universe in this Sealed 

Dimension. 

And Azief could see that the sealing of this dimension is also breaking. 

He could see the cracks and rips in space. 

It was like something was ripping away the Universe as a large deep gash of space were opened up, 

showing the horizon of new stars and planets in the distance. 

The barrier is collapsing 

On the other side of the Universe, a particle become destabilized, unleashing a huge energy bubble that 

is slowly swallowing everything in its path, leaving nothing but a dark void. 

The shockwave erupting from this unleashing of huge energy, severely disrupt any laws of physics and 

life. 



This was triggered by the massive curvature of space-time around a black hole that acted as the catalyst 

for that one particular particle to collapse 

Even so, the rate of destruction should not be this fast but everything changes when the burst of Omni 

energy collides with the shockwave of that burst of particle. 

The Universe is infinitely large. 

Even the Universe Milky Way where Azief come from is very large. Not to considered this part of the 

Universe that the Etherna had sealed 

This part of the Universe is even vaster and grander. 

But because of such powerful burst of energy merged with the mysterious power of the Omni energy, 

the destruction rate is multiplied by million-time faster 

There is traces of entropy all over this Universe, its waves vibrate and affecting all of the particles in tis 

Universe. 

Azief also knows that the moment he steps out from this last step, he would bear the Karma of the 

Etherna. 

The reason why he did not run from this scheme is because of that smile from Borgan and also because 

he is confident in himself 

Which is stronger? Running from Fate or facing it and defeating it head on? 

‘Fate’ Azief muttered and he almost wanted to laugh. Fate. he now knows that Fate and Destiny is 

nothing more than the machinations and schemes of powerful being. 

That is what Fate is. 

It is not decided… at least not at first. 

But if you are weak, and don’t have power to fight back or the intelligence to see through it, it is 

decided. 

Under the scheme of the powerful people, as long as you exceed expectation and even surpasses it, 

there is a chance to flip all of it around. 

Those who scheme had always also ready for such possibility. 

Thus, when one bestowed fate to another, they also have to be ready to be under that Fate if they fail. 

Azief understood it all when he saw the Karma lines and the Destiny and Fate attached to it. Azief no 

longer had any doubt about Fate. 

It is not as mysterious as some people makes it out to be. That is what Fate and Destiny is 

You could accept it and be under it. Or you could run from it and found a new fate. Or you could take it 

and face it head on! 



Whichever way, you choose, it is still Fate. Accepting it is Fate. Running from it is Fate, and facing it head 

on is also Fate. 

To change it, one only need to be smarter than those who gave you that Fate or be stronger than them! 

Only then, you could truly be free of Fate and Destiny! That is what Azief had concluded. Some people 

might ask, is that really fate and Destiny is? 

It might be. It might not. 

But it doesn’t matter. Because that is what Fate and Destiny is for him. And as such, that is his Path of 

fighting against it. 

Myriads of lives have myriads of ways of interpreting what fates and destiny is. But it has always been 

simple. 

The poor cry when rain doesn’t fall and crop doesn’t grow and they say that is their fate. They accepted 

it, so that is their fate. 

Some people run and found a new land and grow crops and bask under the rain of a new land, and that 

is also their fate. 

Some people faced it head on, thinking of ways how to grow crops and when effort meets luck and 

intelligence, then one could break from the fate of perishing 

That is also Fate and Destiny! 

Chapter 617: Seeing something (3) 

He had his own speculation on things and he had his own plans. And he is not afraid of the risk because 

the return is also great. 

He had decided to walk the path until the end, so he will walk it until the end. 

He had spent a few years in the Sealed World and he had spent several years on top of the last step, so, 

Earth had probably experiences probably countless of years. Even when he uses his Divine Law to see 

the people of Earth, it is blurry. 

It is because the difference of Time. 

Time wear down all things even faith and belief. Since Divine Law could sense the faith and belief in him, 

this is quite a good indication of Time had passes many years. 

Azief sought to close that difference of Time. 

He could not really return to Earth if the time difference is a few hundred years of even a decade. A lot 

of things would really mess be messed up. 

And he had promise Sofia that he would not be long. Azief is not in the habits of breaking promises. 

So, he decided to mess around with Time a bit. 

The last time he did that he saw the Time Wraith inside the Time Tunnel trying to grab him. 
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Admittedly, that is because Will was using his Speed Force and sending the force of Time into amuck. 

Though, this time he might even get chased by Orvanians. Orvanians had revealed when they descended 

into Earth that they are the guardians of the Multiverse. 

If Azief attempt created burst of energy that spread through the multiversal barriers it would weaken 

the entirety of the fragile realities of the parallel realities and other dimension which will put a mark on 

him from the Orvanians 

Azief don’t want that either. 

He didn’t want a Singularity Convergence between all the parallel realities. That would also not be good 

for him. 

There is a reason why he is hesitating to manipulate the Law of Time. 

Just by using his Divine Law he could manipulate the Time Stream and created a Time Tunnel to come 

out at least four years after he left Earth. 

That is the best he could do. 

The closer he tries to close the gap would create too many waves and ripples of Time energy that might 

affect the timelines and the parallel realities barrier too much. 

And there is also the fact that around him the Universe is about to explode and on the other side of this 

Universe a surge of energy that is about to devour the entire Universe into a cold featureless void. 

This would affect the Time ripples severely and Azief frowned a bit. 

He could still escape but he must make sure that his position after he come out is not that far away from 

his projected time that he wishes to return. 

Storms of Laws and Concepts could be seen all went haywire as weird magical phenomenon happened 

all over the Sealed Universe. 

The Sealing broke and the Time of this Universe is slowly synchronizing with the timeline of the 

Omniverse, so, does all of its energies. 

Azief eyes shine blue and silver and Storms made up of Concepts of the Omniverse swirled around his 

body, his finger and feet radiating a powerful light making him to appear like he is the only one 

throughout all existence 

The surges of destructive powers that passes around him were neutralized like an egg being thrown into 

a mountain. 

The egg is broken; the mountain did not budge. 

The entire Universe is unraveling and its beauty is hard to describe. 

Azief is seeing the explosion of the Big Bang on the other side of the Universe. 

He saw countless of star beings sucked into black holes and a space that is void of anything, not light or 

particles could exist there. 



On one side of the Universe, a galaxy is slowly form through a monolith collapse of large gas clouds filled 

of cosmic dust. 

The clumps are full of dark matter and many unknown matter. Energies contracted into the center and 

the matter near the center speeds up its rotation and it forms into a tight disk. 

A Disk galaxy! Azief thought and he had some enlightenment on the Disk Formation stage. Forming a 

galaxy. 

his inner Universe is also like that 

Like a galaxy of its own. 

There is the requirement of bringing out Law Bodies outside the real body. 

Then isn’t it also possible for him to bring out his own Inner Universe outside, making it a part of the 

Omniverse and created his own Domain? 

Is that what is considered to be Domain? 

One own Inner Universe? If Loki right now could hear Azief thoughts he would be very surprised because 

the comprehension that Azief is getting about now is infinitely close to the Sovereign level. 

Each Sovereign have their own Domain like Jean with his Neverland where Time did not move and Oreki 

with his Thunder Realm. 

He looks again even as the destruction force come closer to him. It probably because of the Omni 

pressure that such a galaxy would be formed instantly after it was destroyed. 

Instead of saying it is born now, this galaxy that he is seeing forming now is actually a reflection of the 

future. 

Because Azief controls all kinds of Laws, he could even see through it, see through a bit of reflection of 

the future. 

He is seeing what would happen to that area, trillions of years later if this Universe still exist. This is a 

chance for him. 

Thus, he did not care about the rate of destruction that force that is coming toward him would do to 

him. 

The dusk cools and because the gas is not gravitationally stable, it cannot remain as a single 

homogenous cloud 

It breaks and smaller clouds of gas form stars. this content of novelfullbook.com, if you reading this 
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Dark halo appears since dark matter does not dissipate as it only interacts gravitationally and its 

remained distributed outside. 

But then before it could form, another force of power swept it all away. Azief then look toward the 

other side of the Universe and saw another form of universe is forming 



The formation of this new galaxy is slightly different than before. 

There is a clustering of dark matter halos in one part of the Universe. 

There are no large gas clouds collapsing to form a galaxy but instead matter started out in smaller 

clumps and these clumps merged to form galaxies. 

Even so, it still resulted in disk-like distribution of baryonic matter with dark matter forming the halo 

There are forces that stops the contraction and the fact that there is some dark matter halo that is 

slowly pulling the galaxy, it helps the formation before one particle went out of hand and the reforming 

of galaxy after the Big bang also stopped and Azief close his eyes. 

He was comprehending something, searching through the sea of knowledge that he had accumulated 

from his Law Body 

There probably a few others models of ways of how the Universe were formed. 

But Azief understood one thing. Whether the dark matter, or the dark halo, or the baryonic matter, that 

is not at all important. 

That is not important at all, he concluded 

He opens his eyes and his eyes shining with comprehension 

‘It needed a Divine Spark! That was what it needed!’ Azief sometimes look at the stars and wonder how 

could such Universe came to life when it is very hard. 

Before the fall, there is not prove at all that there is life beyond Earth. Vast regions of space do not 

validate the belief that there are aliens. 

There are more theories that disprove that there is life beyond Earth than the one supporting it. 

Inconclusive evidence and some sightings that could be faked could not be construed as empirical 

evidence of the existence of aliens from outer space 

And even if there are aliens, scientist believes that such discovery will not bode well for humanity. 

Whether there are aliens from outer space or not, both supposition is not good for humanity. 

Anyway, the Fall happens and humanity got to learn that they are not alone in the Universe. 

But, they also learn how weak they are and how vulnerable they are from the threats beyond the space 

of Earth. 

And they found out that if in Earth before the fall, they are the apex predator, in the great vast Universe, 

they are nothing more but a combination of oxygen and hydrogen that live inside a round ball of rock. 

If not for the World Orb, humanity would not know and could not even restrain the many threats that 

would come for Earth. 

There is the Weronians and that had thought humans that there are other threats more than just 

monster that roamed the land on Earth. 



It forces humanity to stop fighting each other for a while and unite themselves with each other. 

Now, humanity has their eyes wide open and they upon the sky above their heads not with awe but with 

fear and apprehension. 

Since Azief knows more than some people, he knows that the United Intergalactic Alliance, a UN like 

organization in the Universe prohibits the plundering of primitive planetary system. 

That is what Earth is to the eyes of the great supreme civilization in the Universe. 

Primitive 

Chapter 618: Seeing something (4) 

Humans had thought that they have reached a fairly modern style of living with weapons that could 

destroy the Earth and technologies that could enable them to go to the deepest trench underwater and 

to travel the moon and the planet around it. 

But to the eyes of Asgard, Olympus, to the eyes of the Jade Empire and many other civilizations in the 

Universe, they are still monkey playing with sandcastles and hitting each other with sticks and stones. 

Because to them, humanity science and technology is laughable. 

For those supreme beings they do not need weapons to destroy a planet. 

They only need to wave their hands, and Laws would converge at the end of the tip of their fingers as 

they command the heavenly laws to bring down and annihilate planets. 

Their weapons not only could destroy planets but could blast the Universe back into infancy. 

Their weapons are Time Weapon, with the power to mess with the Timeline Streams or some 

destructive weapons that could wipe out entire galaxies in one blast. 

That is the gap between humanity and those great civilizations. 

Azief wanted to see the formation of the Universe because he truly wanted to see how the Universe is 

created. 

Even now, there are still scientist debating of how the Universe was formed. 

But Azief observation shows him too many things could go wrong in the formation of the Universe. One 

wrong gas, one wrong matter, one wrong positioning and it all could fall apart like…. sandcastles. 

It was then he found out one reason why those supreme being have their own star system. It is not the 

star system they once had Azief deduced. 

It is the star system they created. Of course this is only his speculation but he was confident of this 

speculation. 

Because to create a living star system, a working system of galaxies there is one ingredient that is 

missing. 
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And that is why no matter how many times scientist goes out and investigate the universe, they would 

never get the answer. 

All they have is theories. And each theory could be refuted because they missed the last ingredient. 

A Divine Spark. 

That is all it needs. 

That is how the impossible becomes possible. 

Azief could throw a spark of his power and stabilizes the contraction of the disk universe that is forming 

to make sure that the contraction stops and the Universe stabilizes. 

The same could be said for the other formation of the galaxies. 

A galaxy could be formed in a different way but it always needs some stabilizing properties. What stops 

the contraction of space after the clouds of gas disperse and form into stars? 

Magic. Mystical power. 

And that is why Azief saw the limitation of a science that rejected magic. 

Because, if this is before the fall, Azief would have no doubt believes that magic is some nonsense. 

He himself was skeptic of many things that people said mystical and magical. And it was true then. There 

was no magical power before on Earth 

But, to deny such things after the Fall, is not only being an idiot, it is being unnecessarily stubborn. 

Azief smiles and then like all of his doubt has been answered, he heaved a sigh of relief. He was about to 

go home now. 

Dimensional rips appear all over the Universe as the force of destruction slowly rolling out this Universe, 

and some of its essences and laws merges with the real world lines. 

The last step of the Thirteen steps had broken in many pieces but it is still holding on. 

Azief eyes shines again this time however it is not shining only silver and blue but also red. When the 

Omni law Body was formed, its eyes was formed from the core of a sun. 

Azief hair is also emitting light that illuminate of the dark featureless void of the area of the Universe. 

The light comes from the strands of his hair that was formed from quasar stars. 

Storms of a chthonian element powers burst out and Azief punches out in front of him and a large rip of 

space was ripped out. 

The rips seem to be not connected to the Universe at all. 

If one could see the scene in front of Azief eyes right now, they could see that inside that rip of space is a 

tunnel. 

The top of that tunnel is green aura clouds that have no end, seemingly boundless and eternal. 



The bottom of the tunnel is purple aura clouds. 

And there is power of Time surging inside the tunnel. Azief took a long last look at the Universe that is 

about to be destroyed and he smiles. 

He could see that all the Life force that he had given to this Universe would become that Divine Spark 

that would roll out a new Universe here. 

‘From now on, there will be no longer the Thirteen Steps!’ 

Azief said as he laughed, light radiated out of him that shines all over the destruction of the dark 

devouring force and he flew into the Time Tunnel rip just right before that destructive force could come 

to him. 

As Azief pushed his feet off from the last step, the step exploded 

The moment it exploded, a roar resounded all over the Omniverse and the great being all over the 

Omniverse was startled. 

The entire Laws of the Omniverse seems to stirred. And faces appear from these Laws. Millions of faces 

appear, in a state of existing and not existing. 

It is the faces of the ancient race, Etherna! 

Laws were made from the remains of Etherna. That was the true origins of Laws. 

In the ancient epoch, the Etherna commanded great and mystical power and conquers the whole 

Omniverse 

When they were destroyed, because of their great power and understanding of the Omniverse, their 
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It could be considered their punishment. 

It is these faces that roars and everyone who knows, knew that it came from the resentment and 

dissatisfaction of the Etherna rebellion. 

And for those who doesn’t know the true history of the Omniverse, they still could not help but beings 

startled. 

And the moment that roar sounded, even Azief could hear it and it affect him as he could feel that 

tugging sensation all over his being and his soul. 

This roar sounded like it comes from the ancient times and a powerful pressure crashed down onto Azief 

as his body fall inside the Time Tunnel rip. 

On another separate Universe, a pair of eyes is looking at Azief. It was the Great Supremacy Azul. 

Azul watched this scene and he smiles 

‘Thirteen. There never was fourteen. Now, I will wait. The Etherna seems to be prepared to take this to 

the end. And Azief himself is braver than I thought. What a difference between the two. I guess that 



Sovereign who called himself the Time God had some capabilities. Or was it the Etherna that had some 

capabilities, orchestrating all of this? HAHAHA’ he laughed, but his eyes were cold. 

He then averts his gaze. 

Azul was not the only one looking at Azief struggling in the Time Tunnel. 

Jade Emperor siting on his golden throne also saw this and he said 

‘I am right. It seems I too was tricked. It is fortunate I see through it first. Etherna. I guess even after 

epoch passes and almost everyone had forgotten such a race, they still refuse to accept their fate. 

Fighting with Him was not wise. It seems they did not want to give up even after all of that’ 

The Jade Emperor then sighed and he feel a little bit older. It would not be long now before he had to 

take his slumber and preparing for Havoc of Heaven with that Demon Monkey. 

Though he had heard Odin had refused to go to slumber, Jade Emperor had some reservation and still 

make some preparation on the sly. 

He had bet on Azief but he too also could not completely ignore the fate of his people if he were to fail 

in the bet. 

Odin had always been a gambler, but he is not. No, he does not dare to gamble the fate of his entire 

Universe and ruins the lives of his people if he were to fail 

That is why he is in a dilemma. He sighed and then said 

‘Since you have walked this path, sooner or later, we will meet again’ And there is one more Being that 

is watching this matter. 

Out of all of the powerful beings in the Omniverse that watched Azief, he is the most invested 

It is none other than Wargod 

Wargod in Interium looked intently at Azief and then he looks at his shoulders and his feet. 

There is thirteen large thread that connected him and Azief 

He sighed as he looks at Azief struggling inside the Time tunnel because of the pressure of that roar 

from the ancient Ethernas. 

If not for the fact Azul was watching, he was tempted to once again open that Gate and forces Azief to 

choose. 

He could only sigh and let thing happen like it was supposed to happen. 

This time, it is slightly different than before but Wargod knows this is the beginning of the Time Crisis. 

There is a reason why Wargod wanted to stop it. Time Crisis, was worse than the name seems to 

suggest. 

It did not only affect Earth it affects the Omniverse in its entirety. 



And Time Lords and the Orvanians also had to step in this time. This has happened before and it will 

happen again. 

Since the Time Lords already knew that this would happen they would surely have some 

countermeasures this time, and the effect might not be as bad as before 

And Orvanians had solved the Sithulran problem so they would probably send some Orvanians Guardian 

to the multiversal point to prevent a Singular Convergence from happening. 

Wargod could only close his eyes and hope for the best 

Inside the tunnel, Azief see something very shocking as he shouted in anguish looking at it. 

He saw a betrayal. 

Before he could see further he was sucked into it, hurtling toward time and light years inside the 

tunnels, slowly inching closer to home 

Chapter 619: Time disturbance 
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The tunnel on the Supremacy Dimension closed up as a powerful wave passes just right after Azief enter 

the Time Tunnel. 

The force obliterated anything in its path as all the magical barriers and formation around the Sealed 

Dimension broke down. 

the Supremacy Dimension and its Universe synchronized with the main Universe. 

The Multiversal barrier was repaired and the dimensional barrier that had been put up for eons finally 

dissipated 

The time lines merged together and a ripple of Time reverberated through all the Time streams 

A large explosion birthed a new Universe, far away from Earth. 

The sound of the roar quietened down. The Laws that is the building blocks of many Universes all across 

the Omniverse calmed down. 

There is only silence and some lights promising new life in the location where Azief had just disappeared 

from 

The calm before the storm. The Time ripples reverberates though all the time streams and eve Earth 

could feel its ripples. 

It is an omen. A sign. 

Death Monarch Azief is coming home. 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

ON EARTH PRIME 
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Death Monarch had finished his task and he is coming home. 

But to the rest of the world, they still could not sense his return. But not all could not sense his return. 

The world is no longer like before. The world has changed, so does the people. 

Six years had passed since Azief first take that step. And six years is long in a world of change like Earth. 

With the World Orb, nothing is guaranteed. A new era had dawned in the page of history of humanity. 

When Death Monarch was walking on the steps of the Supremacy Stairway two years have passed on 

Earth. But now as he is coming home, it has already been six years since he last seen on Earth 

Even two years after his absence, a lot of things had happened. Now, six years had passed, so there is 

even more change. 

Azief had set the Time Tunnel to bridge the gap of time difference between the Supremacy Dimension 

and the time flow of Earth Prime. 

He had decided to come out at that time lines and the result was that he manages to compress time to 

the closest curvature of Time that he could manipulate which is six years after he went out of Earth. 

But such enormous expenditure of energy that manipulate Times and Space, it leaves a mark. The 

moment he did that, it created a ripple that echoes through the continuity of the Time Stream. 

And a lot of people could feel a disturbance in the Time flow of Earth. Especially those who are sensitive 

to the Laws of Time and Space. 

Azief when he was on that last step and using his Divine Law power he could sense that if he returned 

just as it is, he would have returned around twenty years after he had come out of Earth. 

That is what would have happened if he only manipulated the Space. He would be transported into a 

world twenty years later. 

Because that is the difference of time between the Supremacy Dimension Time flow and Earth Prime 

time flow. 

And that is not counting the true difference of Time Flow. Twenty years is already small differences and 

that is because Azief is using the curvature of space. 

Of course, Azief could not return at that time. If he was not confident that he could return to a shorter 

time, he would not have started the journey in the beginning. 

If the Time difference is not that large, Azief would not even manipulates time. 

But if there was something wrong when he travelling through space rips, the twenty-year time frame 

might be compounded into hundreds of years. 

He did not want to return to a world where the people he knows and cared about might have died or 

suffers in his absence. 

As such, he had planned from the very beginning to manipulates Time. By manipulating both time and 

space he could shorten the Time difference between the worlds 



It is why he uses his Omni energy to create at time Tunnel that compress the differences of Time 

between the Supremacy Stairway and Earth Prime. 

But the effect of doing such an act, it creates a mark in the Time Stream, and its power ripples through 

the stream of Time and those who could sense Time acutely, could feel it. 

Azief had expected it. And he expected that ripples to warn some people and remind some people on 

Earth. 

Azief had predicted that his enemies and his friend would be able to sense the Time ripples and come to 

the conclusion that it was him. 

He wanted to warn, to remind and to assure some people. Death Monarch is alive and kicking and he is 

coming back! 

The moment that Azief step inside that Time tunnel, and the moment that Time stream of the Supreme 

Dimension and the time stream of the Universe melded, and as that tunnel ends reached Earth, some 

people noticed. 

At that moment when the Time Tunnel closes in the Supreme Dimension, Jean the Time Monarch was in 

his Room of Clocks trimming the bonsai he got from Hirate. 

Inside the Room of Clocks, there is thousands of clocks, ticking, all at the same time. 

The sound of tick tock that echoes inside the Room of Clocks could drive anyone not proficient in the 

Laws of Time to go crazy. 

Each clock is different. 

There are wall clocks, tabletop clocks, weather station clocks, and there is also grandfather clocks that 

stands on the four corners of the room, cuckoo clocks and many other kinds of clocks that fills the entire 

Room of Clocks. 

Each clock is intricately made, some made of woods, some made of metals and some are made by 

magical minerals. 

But one thing that all of them had in common was that each one of the thousands of clocks indie the 

large and tall room of the Room of Clocks, is that each clock seems to have a trace of Laws of Time. 

Each tick, and each tock, seems to echoes with the trace of source of Time. Everyone knows of the 

existence of the Room of Clocks in the Republic. 

All the Senator of the Republic knowns that Jean had a large room in the middle of the forest, where the 

only things that exist inside that room is clocks and a small table. 

But no one knew what the Rom of Clocks function is for the Time Monarch. Like usual, after he wake up 

in the morning, Jena would go to the Room of Clocks and today is no different. But when he cut the 

bonsai branch, he suddenly heard it. 

Not to be more accurate, it is what he doesn’t hear that made him startled. 



the ticking sound of the clock inside the room suddenly stop ticking. Green lines swirling with purple 

aura could be seen cut off all over the clocks inside the room. These green lines are only something that 

Jean could see. 

Time stopped but Jean did not. 

He slowly put down the trimming tools on the table and he frowned. 

‘Six years had passed. It seems the storm is returning. It is you, right?’ he thought to himself and in that 

timeless moment he could feel that the time stream of the world is undergoing massive changes. 

His eyes glows with purplish and greenish color 

‘Death Monarch has returned’ he said and the moment he said it, the sound of the ticking clock once 

again sounded back. 

Tick. Tock. 

Tick. Tock. 

He looks at the clocks in his room and he sighed. 

‘I guess I have no time for trimming the bonsai today. At least only a few clocks cracked’ Jean look 

around him and he could see a few hundred clocks had cracked. Some had even stopped moving like 

there was something wrong with their machinery. 

‘Haish. The expenditure of energy to create such a powerful ripples of Time must have mean that Death 

Monarch had once again improve his strength.’ Then he smiles a bit. 

‘if Hikigaya and Oreki found this out, I don’t know if they would be happy or frustrated. The wall that 

they are determined to climb seems to become even taller. Heh’ he chuckles. 

He stores his trimming tools and then he went out of the Room of Clocks and went back to his 

Chancellor Office, don his official robe and summon his aides. 

Jean called upon an emergency assembly of the Senate and it stirs the whole world as even Boris the 

Right Chancellor of the Senate also made a supporting order. 

He supported the summons and anyone who knows about Boris and Jean rivalry inside the Senate 

would surely raise their eyebrows. The two chancellors of the Senate are known to have deep dislike in 

each other. 

But the reason why the Senate remains strong and why the Republic is one of the three great force of 

power in Earth is because when there is a conflict of interest between them and it involves the welfare 

of the Republic, these two Chancellor would push away their differences and stand as one. 

In the World Government they have the Twin Sages that have great influence over the matters of the 

World Government. 

They also have the Earthshaker and the Mind Master. But the Republic have the Three people regarded 

as the trinity of power in the Republic. 



Those three people are the Right Chancellor Boris, the Left Chancellor Jean and the High Chancellor 

Katarina 

Once these three people made their stance known, every Senator would toe the line. Even though 

Katarina still did not make her stance known, since Boris had come out and issue a supportive order, 

everyone knows something big is happening. 

Like a stone thrown into a calm lake, the ripples are spreading all around the world. 

All operatives of the Republic and all the Senators all over Europe must report to Moscow in three days. 

All outside operation must stop immediately. This move by one of the Three Great Powers of the world 

drew many attentions. 

Jean had noticed Azief is returning and drawing up counter measures. 

The strongest man in the world is about to return and the reason Jean call back all personnel is none 

other than to make sure that his people did not did any wrong to Pandemonium. 

If they did, he wanted to know who did it and how could he appease or how could he cover it up. 

Jean is unlike the other heroes of the world. He had no interest in conflict with Pandemonium and is 

content to spend his time in Europe solidifying his power and influence there. 

Of course, not everyone could make sense of Jean sudden moves. 

That is because not everyone has the same ability like him that sense the flow of time stream is being 

interrupted. 

And while other might thought that the time stream is disturbed because of other forces, only Jean is 

adept enough in Time Laws that he had no doubt that this is Death Monarch aura. 

But he was not the only one that senses Death Monarch return and started to prepare. 

Chapter 620: Legends (1) 

At the same time that Azief went inside the Time Tunnel, Will who was running around the world for his 

morning run, passing the African continent for the hundred times in his jog, he too had a premonition of 

the return of Azief. 

When he was running, he suddenly felt the lightning underneath his feet suddenly lost its kinetic 

momentum and he almost stumbled right into the deep sea. 

He tries to stabilize his speed but then before he could even find his footing, suddenly all of his lightning 

died down almost instantly, his speed like it never existed dissipated and he felt himself falling down 

from the Andes Plain. 

In the time he had passed from the African Continent he was catapulted into a space rip that connect 

him to the last space rip he created in Andes Plan and as the lightning over his body and his speed 

source suddenly stop working he found himself free falling into his death. 
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But the moment of the panic was only a second and then his Speed Source suddenly surges up again and 

his lightning bursted out. 

Will quickly regains his power and he uses his speed to create a small tornado underneath his feet 

making him able to stay afloat as he run on top of winds and clouds, creating a streak of golden green 

lightning that streak past clouds and windstorms 

Will landed on top of some mountain the France mountain range as he calms his beating heart down, 

lightning shrouded his entire body 

‘What was that?’ He thought to himself. 

He slows down Time around him as he vibrates his body activating his sense. 

When he was running he suddenly felt a surge of Time and Space energy that cause the connection 

between him and the Speed Source to be temporarily halted. 

If not for the act that Time stopped for a few moments, Will would have been more than just being in a 

little bit of panic 

‘Someone is rewriting Cause and Effect, compressing Time Rips’ Will thought to himself before his 

countenance become gloomy. 

The reason was because he recognizes this kind of energy. It is not foreign instead it is very familiar. 

‘Time Tunnel’ he muttered. 

He could feel that the end of the tunnel is on Earth. Someone had rewritten Time and Space, no, to be 

more accurate, compresses Time and Space, manipulating the curvature of Time to get off at some 

specific Time lines. this content of novelfullbook.com, if you reading this content please go to website 

novelfullbook.com to continue reading, fastest update hourly 

The reason why Will recognize it is not only because he is a Speedster but because he too once uses 

Time Tunnel to return back to Earth prime. And as such he knew who is using such method to return 

back to Earth. 

Azief is returning. But Will is worried because Azief had choose to use Time Tunnel. 

‘Azief might not have a choice’ Will thought to himself 

If Azief uses the Time Tunnel, that means the differences of Time between the dimension and Universe 

that Azief is in and Earth prime comes with a large difference. 

Travelling through Time Tunnel is not that dangerous…if you are a Speedster since Speed Source would 

act like a guide. But to anyone who did not have a Speed Source, navigating through that many 

Timelines that have converged and intertwined inside that tunnel would not be so easy. 

And worse, if Azief slipped inside the Time Tunnel. It is already a terrible thing for it to happen to a 

Speedster but if it happens to someone without a Speed Source, it would be a nightmare. 

Speedster is more prone in slipping themselves into a Time Tunnel or slipping inside it. Though Will is 

not sure how Azief would sue the Time Tunnel. 



Technically, if you move in such a high speed velocity, you could break the barrier between Time and 

Space. 

Speedster are also guided by the Speed Source so it is easier for them to break through that barrier. 

But while Azief speed is astonishing, that is not the only requirements of breaking through Time. The 

fact Azief could do this and creates such a ripple of Time means Azief had improved once again. 

He might have even broken through to Essence Creation. Will knows that Azief walk the Path of 

Perfection. Even if Azief just passed the Divine Comprehension level, his powers and abilities might not 

be that far or maybe even surpassed the power and abilities of an Essence Creation leveler. 

Even on Earth right now, there is no Essence Creation leveler. And Divine Comprehension leveler could 

be counted in one hand. 

The risk of Time Tunnels is that if one is not careful, one could get lots and trapped inside it. 

Unless you could break through, meet a Speedster coincidentally or some Time Master went into the 

Time Stream and extracted you out, you might get stuck in there for a long time. Not to mention there is 

still the Time Wraiths inside the Time Tunnel. 

If you are lucky you would be thrown off into some distant past or some distant futures in one own 

timeline and dimension. 

To those who were not that lucky they might get trapped into a Time Loop without even knowing that 

they are trapped in a Time loop. 

What is terrifying if you are transported into a Time which is not of your dimension and on your 

Timeline. 

There is a reason why Will constrain his speed when he is running. He is careful not to un too fast that it 

might breaks the Time barrier and created a Time Tunnel. 

Whatever the case, maybe Azief had reached a level where such thing could no longer bother him Will 

thought to himself and nodded. 

‘What will happen, happens’ he said to himself 

there is another reason why he is not entirely feel at ease with the premonition that Azief, his sworn 

brother is returning. 

Because now he had to make a choice. 

He had long decided to face it head on but sometimes, thinking about it and really doing it is two 

different things. he too need to steel his heart. 

‘Azief is returning’ he once again muttered and he close his eyes and take a deep breath. The vibration 

of his body stopped and the Time flow around him moves normally now. 

He knows what would happen now. 



The moment Azief returns means the beginning of that future. But since he had decided to trust his 

sworn brother, he would trust him until the end. 

‘I need to prepare myself. It might not turn out to be like that. I don’t believe the future is set in stone. 

That Will is not me. And that Azief is not my brother. It is just one possible future’ he said to himself. 

He is reminded of his conversation between him and Erika in Greece and he clench his fist. 

He takes a deep breath and then nodded at himself. 

‘I need to return to Pandemonium first.’ He sighed. 

He looks toward the distance and sighed. His mind seems to think of one person in Pandemonium and 

his sigh grew long 

‘If not for Loki, I would not mind being in Pandemonium everyday’ Saying this, he took a step forward. 

Lightning exploded out of him, arcs of electricity covered the entire twenty kilometers radius of the 

forest and the Time and Space around the forest whirls a bit creating a distortion in Time and Space. 

Will instantly raises his speed as his speed is nearly reaching the speed of light as he travels from some 

forest in France to Pandemonium in four step. 

Thankfully, his body had the key for the formations laid in Pandemonium. If not, he would run into a 

straight wall of pure magic energy. 

Pandemonium like always is covered in fogs that outsiders could not penetrate with their eyes or magic. 

He arrived at Pandemonium Port in one step, shocking the people working at the port. 

Before any of them could come close to him, Will takes another step, lightning arcs covered the ground 

as his trials leave a lightning trails and sonic boom echoes out in the surrounding. 

He takes another thundering step as sceneries passes him by and he is in front of the Center Palace. 

BOOM! 

A shocking sonic boom sounded in front of the Center Palace gate, shocking the idle guards. 

Some of them who were playing cards in the rest room was so startled that they drop down from their 

chairs 

Gust of wind attacks the gate but it had no effect to the weak looking wooden gate. It was like the wind 

powerful momentum was sucked into the wooden gate 

Will stopped in front of the entrance gate, his body clad in electricity and lightning swirls around his feet 

and thighs 

Arcs of lightning covers the ground in front of the front gate of the Center Palace. The guards at the wall 

was shocked by the sudden appearance of the Golden Speedster 

Will look toward the towering high palace and he sighed. Then he looks at the cautious guards and said 

simply 



‘Open the gate’ 

 


